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By exploiting the concepts of magnetic group theory we show how unidirectional behavior can be obtained
in two-dimensional magnetophotonic crystals �MOPhC� with uniform magnetization. This group theory ap-
proach generalizes all previous investigations of one-way MOPhCs including those based on the use of
antiparallel magnetic domains in the elementary crystal cell. Here, the theoretical approach is illustrated for one
MOPhC example where unidirectional behavior is obtained by appropriately lowering the geometrical sym-
metry of the elementary motifs. One-way transmission is numerically demonstrated for a photonic crystal slice.
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The unique dispersion properties of photonic crystals
�PhCs� have led over the past decades to the theoretical and
experimental demonstration of many unusual and extraordi-
narily enhanced optical phenomena.1 Photonic crystals made
of magneto-optical �MO� materials, where time-reversal
symmetry is broken, open a new research field on nonrecip-
rocal behavior in optics. Several papers have thus proposed
theoretical nonreciprocal optical demonstrators based on
such MO PhCs. Indeed, time-reversal breaking through the
presence of MO materials is greatly enhanced by exploiting
the strong dispersion of photonic crystals. In regions of low
group velocity, this can lead to “unidirectional freezing” of
light:2,3 forward light propagates in the crystal with finite
velocity whereas backward light is stopped. A complemen-
tary approach is to exploit the strong dispersion of a surface-
plasmon polariton mode. Yu et al. have shown that a plas-
mon waveguide under very strong magnetic bias can support
one-way modes at frequencies in the gap of a neighboring
PhC.4 The same authors have even shown that time-reversal
breaking can lead to a nonreciprocal shift of bandgap edges
in a one- dimensional periodic MO Bragg stack.5 In this
case, there appears a frequency range within which light can
freely enter the MO PhC in one sense, while it is totally
reflected in the opposite sense. However, Figotin et al.
showed that optical unidirectionality requires both time-
reversal and space reversal breaking of the structure.3 Until
now the latter condition has only been achieved in theory by
using periodic structures with antiparallel magnetic domains
in the unit cell. Such structures would require a very precise
control of magnetic domain walls.

Here we show how, by exploiting the concepts of mag-
netic group theory, one-way behavior can be obtained in a
generic manner in two-dimensional �2D� MO PhC’s. A gen-
eral scheme can thus be used to classify all geometries of a
magnetophotonic crystal with possible unidirectional effects.
In essence unidirectionality requires first and foremost that
the symmetry group of the periodic structure be reduced in
such a manner that an arbitrary Bloch k vector of the Bril-
louin zone �BZ� and its time-reversed opposite are not
equivalent. For this, time-reversal breaking is a necessary but
not a sufficient condition. In general, one has to imagine a
crystal layout in which none of the present symmetries al-

lows the transformation k→−k. In what follows, we illus-
trate how group theory concepts can be used to obtain non-
reciprocity in a uniformly magnetized PhC by simply
reducing the symmetry of the elementary motifs. Theoretical
predictions are then numerically validated by demonstrating
a pronounced one-way transmission through a finite slice of
the crystal. We will finally indicate how properly choosing a
2D MO PhC layout among all possible magnetic groups can
generalize such a one-way behavior.

Figure 1�a� shows the specific �but not exclusive� layout
that we have chosen to illustrate the general concept. A clo-
verlike airhole motif repeated on a hexagonal lattice is
etched into a MO background material that is magnetized
parallel to the air holes. The possibility of achieving band-
structure nonreciprocity for this 2D MOPhC with uniform
magnetization can be understood from the analysis of the
crystal symmetries. Because the axial vector M is reversed
under time reversal, time reversal is not a symmetry opera-
tion for Maxwell’s equation. As a result, the time-reversed
Bloch mode �k→−k� of an arbitrary k vector in the BZ will
a priori not be a member of the k-star representation of this
solution6 �Fig. 1�b��. This is a first step toward a nonrecipro-
cal band structure ��n,k��n,−k�, but other symmetry opera-
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FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Uniformly magnetized hexagonal
magnetophotonic crystal with a motif of triangular symmetry. Sym-
metry elements indicated in the unit cell �dotted lines� are: rotation
centers of order 3 �triangles�, antimirror planes �time-reversal +
mirror operation − full lines� and antiglide planes �dashed lines�. �b�
First Brillouin zone �hexagon� and its irreducible part �IBZ� �shaded
triangle �-K-K��. Crosses form the “star representation” of an arbi-
trary k vector. Both a Bloch mode and its time-reversed counterpart
�diamond� are within the IBZ.
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tions may still be present that transform a given k vector into
its opposite. In order to precisely determine the general k star
of the BZ, one needs to identify the “magnetic” space-group
elements of the MOPhC. The mathematical derivation of this
space group is outside the scope of this Rapid Communica-
tion. Using the construction derived by Indenbom7 one
proves that the plane magnetic 2D group M of the MOPhC
of
Fig. 1 is given by

M = p3 + t̂�p3m1 − p3� = p3m�1, �1�

where t̂ is the antiunitary time inversion operator, t̂M=−M.
p3 and p3m1 are the conventional notations for the plane
triangular groups8 and the prime stands for combination with
time reversal �t̂�. Figure 1�a� illustrates the symmetry ele-
ments of p3m�1. The unitary rotations of order 3 �subgroup
p3� are indicated by black triangles. The antiunitary elements
of the complement t̂�p3m1− p3� are combinations of time
reversal and mirror operation: a pure mirror operation paral-
lel to M would reverse M. These antimirror planes �and an-
tiglide planes� are represented by continuous and dashed red
lines, respectively. Operating the unitary and anti unitary
point-group operators of the symmetry elements on an arbi-
trary k vector leads to the star representation as shown in
Fig. 1�b�. The absence of time reversal combined with the
symmetry reduction of the elementary motif limits the num-
ber of branches in the k star to 6 without inversion center in
k-space �instead of 12 for a symmetric hexagonal lattice�. In
consequence, the band structure is nonreciprocal and the ir-
reducible Brillouin zone �IBZ� is larger than that of a sym-
metric hexagonal PhC. A possible choice for the IBZ is the
shaded area in Fig. 1�b�, which now includes both a general
Bloch mode and its time-reversed counterpart. Because of
the antiunitary character of the mirror-symmetry elements in
the p3m�1 group, −k is equivalent to mxyk.

− k = t̂k � t̂mxy� k � t̂t̂mxyk � mxyk . �2�

Except for the Bloch vectors k on the �-M line �parallel to
the antimirrors in p3m�1�, all k points in the IBZ are intrin-
sically nonreciprocal. This explains the difference in notation
between the K and K� points in the IBZ. The nonreciprocity
and possible unidirectionality will thus be more pronounced
the further one moves away from �-M. The highest effects
are then expected around the K point �and the nonequivalent
time-reversed K� point�. Using only general arguments from
magnetic group theory we have with this specific example
shown how a candidate MO PhC layout for one-way effects
can be identified and where in the photonic bands the stron-
gest nonreciprocal effects can be found. It suffices to choose
a suitable magnetic group that doesn’t possess any inversion
symmetry in k space and then use a geometry for the el-
ementary motif that is in accordance with the chosen mag-
netic group. As illustrated by the example, this can be
achieved with just a slight geometric symmetry reduction.

Let us now illustrate this nonreciprocity from band dia-
gram calculations for the 2D MOPhC of Fig. 1. The permit-
tivity tensor of the MO material, for instance Bismuth iron

garnet �BIG, Bi3Fe5O12� is written as

�� = �0� � + jgz − jgy

− jgz � + jgx

+ jgy − jgx �
� �3�

where � is the isotropic permittivity of the material, with
gx ,gy and gz the components of the gyrotropy vector g
=g1M, with 1M the unit vector along the magnetization di-
rection, and g is the gyrotropy constant. This tensor form is
an approximation that leaves out the crystalline description
of the material, and the nonreciprocal anisotropy only stems
from the direction of the magnetization. For most MO mate-
rials, this is an acceptable description. The gyrotropy con-
stant g is related to the specific Faraday rotation through
�F= �g

n� . We take �=5.0625 and g=0.1 for BIG at near infra-
red frequencies.9 The antisymmetry of the off-diagonal ele-
ments, i.e., the source of the nonreciprocity, is imposed by
Onsager’s principle ���kl�M�=�� lk�−M��, while power conser-
vation for transparent materials �� and g�R� imposes the
hermiticity of �� . The sign of the gyrotropy vector compo-
nents gx ,gy and gz changes under time reversal since they are
proportional to the magnetization unit vector. Besides, any
mirror plane parallel to z will induce a change of sign of the
gz. For the 2D crystal of Fig. 1, gx=gy =0, and gz=g is a
constant throughout the uniformly magnetized MO material.
Within these conditions, the 2D MOPhC is said to be in
Voigt configuration.10 The specific form of the permittivity
tensor leaves the TE �Ez=0� and TM �Ex=Ey =0� Bloch
modes of the 2D crystal uncoupled, while it leads to a non-
reciprocal correction of the TE mode dispersion via the an-
tisymmetric elements ��xy =−�yx�.

Figure 2�a� shows isofrequency contours in the reciprocal
space of the crystal for normalized frequencies of the second
TE band near the K and K� points: 0.34������a /2�c�
�0.348. These contours have been obtained using a 128
�128-plane-wave expansion of the unit cell of the periodic
permittivity tensor profile.11 The geometrical parameters of
the crystal are r /a=0.2 and d /a=0.2. The three graphs differ
only by the sign and/or value of the gyrotropy coefficient g.
The middle graph shows the contours when the external
magnetic field is switched off �g=0�. As expected, the bands
are reciprocal and the isofrequency contours exhibit the hex-
agonal symmetry of the Bravais lattice, notwithstanding the
reduced triangular symmetry of the motifs. On the contrary,
as soon as the magnetization is switched on �left and right
graphs in Fig. 2�a��, the time-reversal symmetry is broken,
and the reduced symmetry of the motif manifests itself
clearly in the shape of the isofrequency contours. Inciden-
tally, the left and the right graph, obtained for exactly oppo-
site values of g, transform into each other by a k-space in-
version, which is equivalent to time reversal. This
corroborates the validity of our numerical method. Note that
to highlight the nonreciprocity of the bands we took g
= 	0.5, which is about five times greater than a realistic
material constant. The most striking consequence of the
time-reversal symmetry breaking is the relative frequency
shift of the second TE band near the K and K� points. For
g
0, the frequency at K is higher than the one at K�; the
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situation is reversed for g�0. This leads to the formation of
local forbidden zones in the reciprocal space: light propaga-
tion is forbidden at normalized frequencies close to ��

=0.4385 and wave-vector projections on �-K close to ky

= 2�
3a �if g
0� and − 2�

3a �if g�0�.
A one-way mirror operation can thus be obtained for an

incident TE plane wave at these frequencies provided that
the interface between the photonic crystal and the incidence
medium is aligned in the �−K direction and that the ky com-
ponent of the incident plane wave falls within the forbidden
zone. The same plane-wave incident from the opposite side
under the same angle �i.e., with opposite ky� will have finite
transmission. This principle is schematized in Fig. 2�b�. The
angular acceptance of the mirror is directly related to the
width �ky of the unidirectional gap in k-space. This width is
itself dependent on the operation frequency and reaches its

maximum at the nonreciprocal midgap frequency �halfway
between the frequencies at the K resp. K� points�. The useful
bandwidth of the device can be identified with this maximum
width. For realistic material parameters �g=0.1�, one obtains
�ky

���kya /2�	10−3 at the midgap frequency. The normal-
ized frequency bandwidth ��� is on the order of 10−4. In a
pessimistic approximation, the MO PhC slice thickness re-
quired for good nonreciprocal extinction is estimated to be:
L�1 /�ky 	150a, which represents about 40� at MO gap
frequencies. The mirror bandwidth for an extinction ratio
larger than 100 is estimated to be about 100 GHz at near
infrared frequencies. The unidirectional transmission of the
mirror was verified using an in-house developed 2D FDTD
�finite difference time domain method� model with a tenso-
rial description of the dielectric permittivity.12 The results of
the FDTD calculations are shown in Fig. 3. The mirror con-

incident beam incident beam

(a) (b)
(c)

FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� and �b� Hz steady-state field maps under TE plane-wave illumination in forward and backward direction at
��=0.457 and g=−0.1. In the forward direction, light is resonantly transmitted while in the backward direction the unidirectional band gap
rejects the incident light. �c�: Normalized power transmission spectrum of the 40 period thick uniformly magnetized unidirectional MOPhC
mirror calculated by FDTD in the frequency range of interest. The gray curve shows the nonreciprocal extinction ratio. A relative bandwidth
���

�� 	10−3 is obtained for a one-way extinction ratio larger than 40.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� TE isofrequency contours for 0.43����0.438 in reciprocal space for the MOPhC of Fig. 1�a� with, from left
to right, g=0.5,0 ,−0.5. The strong nonreciprocity of the band structure around the K�K�� points induces a local forbidden zone for Bloch
vectors with ky 	 2�

3a for g
0 or the opposite for g�0. For a nonmagnetic PhC �g=0� with reduced-symmetry motif, the band structure
preserves the hexagonal symmetry of the lattice and is reciprocal. �b� Principle of a unidirectional uniformly magnetized MOPhC mirror
based on the one-way k-space band gap. A TE plane wave �Ez=0� with ky 	 2�

3a and �K�����K� �second TE band� will be totally reflected
in one sense and partially transmitted in the opposite sense. The condition for the optimum incidence angle depends both on the frequency
and the index of the incidence medium via ��ninc sin�i�=1 /3.
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sists of a finite 40-period-thick MOPhC slab embedded in a
homogeneous isotropic medium with � equal to that of the
BIG background of the MOPhC. Both the PhC and MO ma-
terial parameters are the same as in Fig. 2 except for g whose
value �−0.1� is more realistic. The mirror is tilted at an angle
of 20° �see the condition of Fig. 2�b�� and is illuminated by
a TE plane wave. Figure 3�c� shows the normalized power
transmission spectrum under forward and backward illumi-
nation and with a uniform −z magnetization �g=−0.1�. This
corresponds to the situation in the right graph of Fig. 2�a�.
The nonreciprocal transmission is clearly observed. A one-
way transmission with a nonreciprocal power extinction ratio
close to 400 is obtained in the presence of uniform magne-
tization. The normalized midgap frequency is about 2%
higher than that calculated from the plane-wave expansion
method �Fig. 2�. This discrepancy is believed to be due to
different resolutions used in the two methods. A visual illus-
tration of the unidirectional light rejection is given in Figs.
3�a� and 3�b�, which shows the Hz field distribution of a
continuous ���=0.457� TE plane-wave incident either in the

forward or the backward direction. The light rejection in the
backward direction is striking.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a general approach
to obtain 2D MO PhC structures that present optical one-way
gaps. Using concepts of magnetic group theory proves that
strong nonreciprocal on-off properties are not necessarily
limited to structures with antiparallel magnetizations in the
unit cell. Using a motif with slightly reduced symmetry suf-
fices to achieve strong nonreciprocal light rejection in the
presence of uniform magnetization. The use of antiparallel
magnetic domains is just another specific case among the
possible realizations of a nonreciprocal magnetic group.
Shubnikov has shown that in 2D the magnetic periodic struc-
tures can be classified into 46 distinct groups.13 Among these
only five can sustain uniform magnetization while prohibit-
ing an inversion of k-space. From a fundamental point of
view this work is thus believed to allow a generic classifica-
tion for one-way optics in 2D photonic crystals.
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